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Jordan was a test pilot for Ferris Aircraft who was running a flight simulator when it was transported
via a green energy beam to a crashed spaceship, where he encounters Abin Sur, who says his ring
has found him and wants him to take it. As Hal takes the ring, its energy transforms his flight
simulator to show him the current location of the alien ship. The green ring then pulls Jordan onboard
the spaceship, and simultaneously transforms Jordan and the ship itself into their classic humanoid
form - although it takes a few seconds before the techies realize that the man is an alien.
(Apparently, Jordan was born a human, but has been transformed by the ring, because the animation
is glitch free.) As the ship lands and Sur tries to talk Jordan into thinking with his brain, Jordan takes
a few shots at Sur for not contacting the Lantern corps when he gets shot down, but eventually
decides to keep his ring intact because he feels he is a part of the universe. Meanwhile, Guy Gardner
is piloting a scout ship to find the source of the ring. This happens to be Hal Jordan's old ship. Jordan
then shows up and tells Gardner to stay away from the ship. When Jordan tries to take off, a
holographic alien tries to blow him up. Jordan destroys him, and gets the alien on board. It turns out
to be Abin Sur. Sur reveals that he has a ship that can fly through space, because he is an alien, and
he wants to take Jordan to the Green Lantern Corps, but only if Jordan keeps his new-found powers.
On Earth, the gang finds out about the spaceship and also learns that Sinestro is the Green Lantern's
archenemy. The Lanterns hear about it on one of their other ships, but don't tell anyone, including
the people of Oa. They also learn that Sinestro is the only Lantern with a bio-organic ring. They meet
up with Jordan, who goes with the group while he tries to talk to his old girlfriend, Dana (Lani
Minella), which he has never been able to do before. Jordan and the Lanterns reach the spaceship,
but Sinestro destroys it, and tricks Jordan into going alone, because he doesn't want Jordan to have
power over him anymore.
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When pilot Hal Jordan accepts a mysterious, powerful ring from a dying alien, it transforms him into a
Green Lantern one of an elite force of heroes. These heroes patrol the universe to ensure peace and

justice under the leadership of the Guardians of the Universe. Unsure of their newest recruit, the
Guardians assign Hal to their most revered Green Lantern Sinestro for training, unaware that

Sinestro wants to overthrow the Guardians and create a new order that he will control. Its a battle of
might and will as Hall must prove his worth by defeating Sinestro to save the Green Lantern Corps.
The deadly Sinestro sets out to destroy the Green Lantern Corps, but the newly empowered Hall is
determined to stop him. A good cop, Jordan must face his worst nightmare while his new power is

tested through the story of Abin Sur. Now the Guardians must choose between the specter of
Sinestro, which will destroy their entire race, and the power of the Green Lantern Corps, which could
restore order across the universe. For the first time in history the Green Lantern Corps are given the

opportunity to defend the universe, but it comes at a great cost. A long time ago, the Guardians
entrusted the greatest power of all to the master of the Green Lantern Corps: the power of choice.

But the Lanterns, led by Al Pratt, failed to wield this power wisely, and the Guardians have punished
them by doling out powers so great that the green Lanterns choose not to use them. But one of the
green Lanterns, Spectrum, escapes, and begins a dangerous quest to find the other Guardians. With

the Guardians scattered, she has only Hal Jordan and Sinestro to protect her on her journey.
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